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Abstract: In this chapter we present an overview of the relative clause system in
Romance languages and offer a number of cross-linguistic descriptive generalizations.
We will make use of both diachronic and geographical variation, viewing them as two
sides of the same coin, which both reveal the type and number of syntactic processes
active in relative clauses. The empirical domain we take into consideration includes
three different aspects: the paradigm of lexical relativizers, the presence of resump-
tion, and the lack of lexical relativizers in both restrictive and appositive relative
clauses. The aim of this article is not to provide new analyses for these phenomena,
but to show how cross-linguistic variation can direct our research towards precise
generalizations, which in turn have their theoretical relevance for syntactic theories.

Keywords: relative clauses, Romance languages, complementizers, resumption, zero
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1 Introduction

In this work we provide an overview of the relative clause system in Romance
languages and dialects and try to systematize our observations on the basis of general
factors involved in the variation within this linguistic domain. Relative clauses are
defined here as subordinate clauses or clause-like constructions that provide some
kind of specification about a nominal which has a semantic and syntactic role in both
the main clause as well as the subordinate clause (along the lines proposed in
Lehmann 1984; de Vries 2002; Cristofaro 2003). Being subordinate, relative clauses
can be finite clauses, infinitival clauses or reduced structures, i. e. participial or
adjectival structures. Here we will concentrate on finite relative clauses, leaving the
other types aside. Usually, finite relative clauses are introduced by various elements,
here labeled with a pretheoretical term as “relativizers”, which signal the syntactic
role played by the modified nominal in the relative clause.1

Although several authors (see Grosu/Landman 1998) have shown that there are
various types of relative clauses, we will discuss the properties of relative clauses

1 A few methodological remarks are in order. The label “relativizer” is used here as a hyperonym for
what is usually defined as complementizers, que/che-type relativizers, and relative pronouns, lequel/il
quale-type ones. We will use “relativized element” and “head noun” as synonymous to refer to the
noun phrase that is modified by the relative clause (more generally, to the head noun to which the
relative clause refers). For a cross-linguistic classification of relativizers we refer the reader to De Vries
(2002).
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following the two main types standardly assumed in the literature, i.  e. appositive and
restrictive relatives: the former adds additional information to the reference of the
head noun; the latter restricts the reference of the head noun. Due to the wide
empirical domain considered and the amount of possible variation, this article cannot
be exhaustive, but only present the general picture of relative clauses in Romance in
broad brushstrokes, leaving a detailed description of single phenomena and single
languages to the cited literature. Nevertheless, we will see that there are clear
recognizable tendencies throughout Romance and phenomena which present them-
selves with an astonishing uniformity especially with respect to the sensitivity to
factors influencing the choice of the relativizer. In detail we will show that although in
many cases relativizers are sensitive to the grammatical function of the head noun
according to the Accessibility Hierarchy proposed by Keenan/Comrie (1977), their
form as well as the series of phenomena we deal with ultimately depend on the
categorial nature of the relativized element, i. e. nominal or prepositional phrase, and
on the syntactic-semantic type of relative clause, i. e. restrictive or appositive.

The chapter is structured as follows: we first present the distribution of two main
classes of relativizers (i. e. agreeing and non-agreeing ones) in restrictive and apposi-
tive relative clauses (Section 2). Then, we discuss two types of relativizers, adverbial
and possessive relativizers and we will show how their different forms interact with
the type of antecedent and the type of relative clause.

In this context, we analyze a phenomenon typical of Romance, namely the
possibility to double the head noun inside the relative clause through a clitic pro-
noun, which primarily occurs with non-agreeing relativizers, but can marginally be
found also with agreeing ones (Section 3). We then concentrate on so-called ‘zero
relativization’, i.  e. the absence of a relativizer introducing the relative clause, which is
possible under some specific conditions (Section 4). Finally, in Section 5 we conclude
by recapping all the empirical generalizations formulated in the previous sections.

2 The paradigm of lexical relativizers

Relative clauses in Romance languages can be introduced by four types of elements:
(a) the same invariable form that introduces complement clauses, such as Fr./Sp. que,
It. che; (b) interrogative elements, Fr. où/It. dove/Sp. donde; (c) pronominal elements
which show agreement with the relativized noun, such as Fr. lequel/It. il quale/Sp. el
cual; (d) pronominal elements which appear only in relative clauses and only in some
argumental functions but differently from (c) do not show any overt agreement with
the head noun, such as Fr. dont/It. cui/Sp. cuyo.2

2 On the French item dont ‘of whom/which’ we refer the reader to Godard (1989), Jones (1996,
ch. 10.5.8). The status of this relativizer is difficult to determine. Since it does not inflect for gender and
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While the Classical Latin system had pronominal agreeing relativizers with spe-
cialized forms throughout the whole paradigm, as shown in Table 1, the various
Romance languages have all evolved towards systems that do not mark agreement on
the relativizer and use the same invariable element introducing complement clauses,
namely the form que/che (which we will refer to as k-, since the vowel is probably only
a word marker) also in restrictive and appositive relative clauses.3

Table 1: Relative system in Classical Latin

Singular Plural

Masculine Feminine Neuter Masculine Feminine Neuter

Nom. quī (quei) quae quod quī (quei) quae quae

Acc. quem quam quod quos quas quae

Gen. cuius4 (quoius) quorum quarum quorum

Dat. cuī (quoi) quibus (quis)

Abl. quō quā quō quibus (quis)

There exist Romance varieties which have reached the final point of this evolution,
i. e. the only possible relativizer is always the invariable k-form in both restrictive and
appositive relatives. This is the case of colloquial Italian, where forms of the il quale
type and of the cui type are non-existent (Fiorentino 1998) and the k-form is often
accompanied by a clitic pronoun inside the relative clause (see Section 3 for a
discussion of the distribution of clitics).

(1) a. Subject
It. La donna che pulisce le scale oggi è malata.

the woman RELREL cleans the stairs today is sick
‘The woman who/that cleans the stairs is sick today.’

number and it is insensitive to the semantic properties of its antecedent, it can be considered a ‘relative
adverb’. However, dont indicates the syntactic function of the constituent it relativizes, i.e., comple-
ments or adjuncts introduced by de. On this topic, see Stark (2009).
3 The inflection of relative pronouns was greatly leveled already in Late Latin (Vineis 1994; Pinkster
2012). In Vulgar Latin the forms of interrogative and relative pronouns were interchangeable and the
masculine relative qui took the place of the interrogative quis as well as of the feminine relative quae
(Grandgent 1907; Pompei 2011). On the diachronic changes in the inflection of the relative pronoun
fromVulgar Latin to early Romancewe refer to Folena (1961) and Pompei (2011).
4 The form of the neuter relative pronoun can also be: Gen. Sg. cuius rei, Dat. Sg. cui rei, Abl. Sg. qua
re; Gen. Pl. quarum rerum, Dat. and Abl. Pl. quibus rebus.
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b. Direct Object
It. Il ragazzo che ho incontrato ieri era

the boy RELREL have.1SGSG met yesterday was
il fratello di Maria.
the brother of Maria
‘The boy that I met yesterday was Maria’s brother.’

c. Indirect Object
It. Il mio amico che gli parlo tutti i giorni

the my friend RELREL him..DATDAT speak.1SGSG all the days
verrà a trovar=mi in estate.
come.3SGSG..FUTFUT to visit..INFINF=me in summer
‘My friend, to whom I talk every day, will come to visit me in summer.’

d. Possessive
It. Il professore che conosco bene i suoi lavori

the professor RELREL know.1SGSG well the his.PLPL works
parlerà alla conferenza.
speak..3SGSG..FUTFUT at.the conference
‘The professor whose works I know well will give a talk at the
conference.’

e. Temporal
It. L’ anno che sono nato ha nevicato moltissimo.

the year RELREL am born has snowed a-lot
‘The year when I was born it snowed very much.’

A tendency to generalize the k-form to all relativized functions, both with and without
resumptive expressions, is also reported in studies on spoken Modern French, Span-
ish and Portuguese (Lefebvre/Fournier 1978; Bouchard 1982; Schafroth 1995; Fiorenti-
no 1998; Cresti 2000; Stark 2009; 2016).

Contrary to non-standard varieties, the system of most standard Romance lan-
guages still presents a mixed system of agreeing and non-agreeing forms. Most
Romance standard languages display relativizers that agree with the head noun in
gender and number, cf. (2a), (3a), (4a), as well as invariable ones, usually the k-form,
cf. (2b), (3b), (4b).

(2) Fr. a. Laure, laquelle a 48 ans, a une fille
Laure the.which:RELREL.FF has 48 years has a daughter
qui est mon amie.
RELREL is my friend
‘Laure, who is 48 years old, has a daughter who is my friend.’

b. Le chien que j’ ai vu est à mon voisin.
the dog RELREL I have seen is at my neighbour
‘The dog that I saw is my neighbour’s.’
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(3) Sp. a. Cerré la puerta, detrás de la cual la
shut.PSTPST..1SGSG the door behind of the..FF which::RELREL the
fiesta continuaba.
party continued
‘I shut the door, behind which the party continued.’

b. La mujer que vive allí es mi tía.
the woman RELREL lives there is my aunt
‘The woman that/who lives there is my aunt.’

(4) Pt. a. O ator sobre o qual falei é muito
the actor over the.MM which::RELREL talked.1SGSG is very
talentoso.
talented
‘The actor whom I talked about is very talented.’

b. O homem que encontramos ontem é meu amigo.
the man RELREL met.1PLPL yesterday is my friend
‘The man whomwemet yesterday is my friend.’

Differently from the other Romance languages, Romanian has been claimed to lack
invariable relativizers and to use only the relative pronoun care (Dobrovie-Sorin 1990;
1994),whichagrees innumber andgenderwith the extractednoun inoblique relatives.

(5) Rom. a. Copilul care plânge e nepotul meu.
child.the RELREL cries is nephew.the mine
‘The child who is crying is my nephew.’

b. Fata pe5 care am întâlnit=o6 e o fostă
girl.the pe RELREL have.1SGSG met=3SGSG..FF..ACCACC is a former
studentă.
student
‘The girl who(m) I have met is a former student.’

c. Femeia căreia i=am vorbit ieri
woman.the RELREL..DATDAT..SGSG..FF 3SGSG..DATDAT==have.1SGSG talked yesterday
e actriţă.
is actress
‘The woman to whom I talked yesterday is an actress.’

5 On the accusative case-marking preposition pewe refer to Horvath/Grosu (1987) and Dobrovie-Sorin
(1994).
6 In Romanian the relativized element is marked by the presence of a ‘doubling’Accusative or Dative
clitic pronoun within the relative clause (see =o in (6b)), which is independently found with non-
displaced noun phrases under special circumstances. On this topic we refer to Dobrovie-Sorin (1990;
1994) and vonHeusinger/Gáspár Onea (2008).
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The relative system in Romanian can be then seen as more conservative than the
ones instantiated by the other Romance languages. However, on closer inspection, it
turns out that Romanian also displays the double relative system typical of the other
Romance languages. For instance, a more archaic use of the language allows
for restrictive relative clauses to be introduced by the uninflected relativizer de, as
in (6).

(6) Rom. Cina de ai gătit=o ieri
dinner.the RELREL have.2SGSG cooked=SGSG..FF..ACCACC yesterday
a fost delicioasă.
has been delicious
‘The dinner that you cooked yesterday was delicious.’

Furthermore, Grosu (1994) notes that contemporary non-literary standard Romanian
displays ce instead of de in subject and direct object relatives: ce being homophonous
with the wh-element what, but insensitive to the [+/–human] distinction that is on the
contrary present in interrogatives, where [–human] is expressed by ce ‘what’7 and
[+human] by cine ‘who’.

(7) Rom. a. Am citit cartea ce a publicat-o
have.1SGSG read book.the RELREL has published=SGSG..FF..ACCACC

Paul anul trecut.
Paul year.the last
‘I read the book that Paul published last year.’

b. Fata ce a venit e actriţă.
girl.the RELREL has come is actress
‘The girl that came is an actress.’

We then conclude that the pattern shown by all Romance languages, at least in their
standardized form, is to have a mixed system of relativizers including both invariant
and agreeing forms.

As for the features expressed on the agreeing relativizer, we saw that the typical
features in Romance are number and gender:

(8) Fr. a. Voilà la piscine dans laquelle je nage.
here.is the pool inside the.which:RELREL..FF..SGSG I swim
‘This is the pool in which I swim.’

7 Whether ce corresponds to forms like che/que or cosa is an issuewe leave to etymological research.
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b. La dame pour laquelle je travaille est très sévère.
the woman for the.which:RELREL..FF..SGSG I work is very severe
‘The woman for whom I work is very severe.’

However, in some languages relativizers can also reflect a distinction in terms of
animacy, i.  e. some relativizers can only be used with animates like the Spanish
quien:8

(9) Sp. He leído dos cuentos que /los cuales
have.1SGSG read two stories RELREL /the.MM..PLPL which:RELREL..MM..PLPL
/*quien me han divertido mucho.
/which:RELREL..ANAN me have enjoyed a_lot
‘I read two stories that I enjoyed very much.’

The question is then whether the distribution of invariant and agreeing forms of the
relativizer can be described by specific rules. Abstracting away from animacy, we will
show that the distribution of agreeing relativizers and non-agreeing ones is deter-
mined by two factors: i) the grammatical function of the head noun in the relative
clause (subject, direct object, possessive, etc.) and ii) the syntactic-semantic type of
relative clause (i. e. if the relative clause is appositive or restrictive).

2.1 The function of the head noun

In general, morphologically more complex relativizers tend to co-vary with the gram-
matical function of the relativized noun:

(10) Fr. a. la fille *laquelle /que tu connais
the girl the.which:RELREL..FF..SGSG //RELREL you know
‘the girl that you know’

b. la fille avec laquelle /*que tu danses
the girl with the.which:RELREL..FF..SGSG //RELREL you dance
‘the girl with whom you dance’

The above examples show that French agreeing relativizers are generally found when
the relativized noun is the complement of a preposition, since que is not compatible
with prepositions, and that on the other hand the invariant form occurs when the
element is a direct object (or a subject, in which case it takes the form qui). The same

8 French lequel occurs with animates or inanimates, while qui is in general only animate when it is
combinedwith a preposition, but not when it refers to the subject.
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is true in Italian, but not for instance in modern Portuguese or Spanish, where the
element que is compatible with prepositions (11).9

(11) Pt. para o outro dia em que se matavam
for the other day in RELREL REFLREFL..3 killed.3PLPL
‘for the other day in which they killed themselves.’

Galician displays a different pattern: whereas the simple que is used to relativize
subjects and direct objects, que must be combined with other elements, such as
adpositions, articles, or personal pronouns, which signal the syntactic role, gender
and number of the antecedent when the relativized element is the complement of a
preposition (Cristofaro/Giacalone Ramat 2007, 72–73):

(12) Gal. a rapaza co-a que viaxamos
the girl with-the.FF..SGSG RELREL travel.1PLPL
‘the girl with whomwe travel’

Hence, similarly to French and Italian, when the relativized noun is the complement
of a preposition, Galician must resort to the presence of the agreeing relativizer.

Although this is only a tendency and not a fixed rule, as (11) shows, using
agreeing relativizers when the relativized noun is the complement of a preposition
might be seen as an instance of the well known Accessibility Hierarchy proposed by
Keenan/Comrie (1977), namely that relativizers are sensitive to the grammatical func-
tion of the head noun. The lower the function is in the scale in (13), the more
morphologically complex the relativizer will be:

(13) Accessibility Hierarchy (Keenan/Comrie 1977)
Subject > Direct Object > Indirect Object > Oblique > Genitive > Object of compar-
ison

However, the implicational scale in (13) does not really capture the distribution of
agreeing/non-agreeing relativizers in Romance languages. As Cinque (1978; 1982) and
Stark (2016) clearly showed, the distribution of agreeing or non-agreeing relativizers

9 This observation also holds for older stages of Italian and Spanish. For instance, see (i), an example
in Old Florentine (see Sanfelici/Poletto 2015).
(i) Mostrami la lancia con che Cristo fu ferito nel fianco.

‘Showme the lance with which Christ was wounded in his side.’
(Cronica fiorentina, 911)

Notice, however, that in Spanish and Portuguese the possibility of a preposition occurring with the
relativizer que is lexically restricted. On the conditions licensing its occurrence see Brucart (1992) and
Veloso (2013).
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depends on the distinction between nominal vs prepositional relativized arguments.
While the former usually occurs with che (the k- form), the latter tends to occur with
the morphologically complex relativizer. Indeed, relative clauses with predicative and
temporal adverbials as antecedents, which should be placed after Oblique or even
Genitive in the scale, are necessarily introduced by the non-agreeing form of the
relativizer. This is exemplified in (14) with an Italian relative clause having the
temporal adverbial domani ‘tomorrow’as the antecedent.

(14) It. a. Domani che sarò in ferie mi riposerò.
tomorrow RELREL be.FUTFUT.1SGSG in holidays REFLREFL..1SGSG rest.FUTFUT.1SGSG

b. *Domani il quale sarò in ferie
tomorrow the.MM..SGSG which::RELREL be.FUTFUT.1SGSG in holidays
mi riposerò.
REFLREFL..1SGSG rest.FUTFUT.1SGSG
‘Tomorrow when I will be on holiday I will rest.’

We can thus formulate the first empirical generalization:

Generalization 1:
PP complements tend to appear with agreeing relativizers while subject and object
relatives, predicative complements and nominal adverbials are rather expressed by
non-agreeing ones.

The distribution of agreeing/non-agreeing relativizers is more intricate, especially in
subject relative clauses. An apparent exception to the generalization above is the
standard French subject relativizer qui, which is more complex than que, the one used
in object relatives. This means that in French, a special form is found with the case that
is in the highest position on Keenan and Comrie’s scale, which is unexpected under
Generalization 1. In any case, the form qui does not agreewith the head noun in gender,
number or animacy (contrary to Spanish quien), when it represents the subject.

(15) Fr. a. l’homme/la fille qui/*que est venu(e)
the man/the girl RELREL//RELREL is come
‘the boy/the girl that came’

b. l’homme/la fille *qui/que tu connais
the man/the girl RELREL//RELREL you know
‘the boy/the girl that you know’

The semantically neutral qui is generally analyzed as a positionally triggered allo-
morph of the relativizer que ‘that’ (as it cannot appear after prepositions, has a
phonetically reduced form and also occurs in subordinate sentences with subject
extraction other than relative clauses, the so-called ‘que-qui rule’; cf. Kayne 1976;
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Jones 1996, 507; Taraldsen 2001; Rizzi/Shlonsky 2005; Sportiche 2011). We can con-
clude that French qui only encodes a nominative feature and thus does not represent
a real exception to Generalization 1. On the contrary, a true counterexample to our
first empirical generalization is represented by some North-western Old Italian vari-
eties which have special relativizers for the subject that are sensitive to animacy and
the gender of the head noun (Sanfelici/Caloi/Poletto 2014). For instance, the relativi-
zer form introducing subject relative clauses is sensitive to the animacy of the head
noun in Old Ligurian as the following pattern shows: chi appears only when the
relativized element is animate (16a), otherwise cue is found (16b).

(16) Old Ligurian
a. questa femena chi m’ à spanyunto questo inguento

this woman RELREL me.DATDAT has spread this unguent
adosso
on.back
‘this woman that spread this unguent on me’

b. Receveyva tuto zo che era dayto a Criste.
received.3SGSG all that RELREL was given to Christ
‘He received all that was given to Christ.’
(Old Ligurian Passione 28)

The fact that a highly specialized form surfaces with the case which is at the beginning
of the scale is unexpected under (13) and Generalization 1 and might be interpreted as
an indication that Keenan and Comrie’s Accessibility Hierarchy as well as our first
generalization are the result of the combination of different factors, one of which
singles out the subject with respect to all other grammatical functions and the other
which can indeed be formalized as the co-variation of the morphological complexity
of the relativizer and the complexity of the syntactic function of the head noun in the
relative clause encoded by Case. That subject relatives are special with respect to
object relatives and to all other relatives has been shown for several languages,
including French, Spanish, Portuguese, Romanian and Italian on the basis of psycho-
linguistic tests on adults and acquisition experiments on children (e.g., Pérez-Leroux
1995 for Spanish; Guasti/Cardinaletti 2003 for French; Utzeri 2007 for Italian ; Costa/
Lobo/Silva 2011 for Portuguese; Gavarró/Cunill/Muntané/Reguant 2012 for Catalan;
Benţea 2012 for Romanian).

In this perspective, the phenomenon of Old Ligurian chi is not surprising at all, it
is simply the morphological evidence that the nominative subject has to be singled
out from all other arguments.10

10 That subject relatives have a special status is a claim grounded on robust empirical evidence.
Indeed, in the last forty years linguists have dedicated a lot of attention to the issue of the asymmetry
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This could explain the following empirical generalization, for which we have
found no counterexamples:

Generalization 2:
If a language has three different forms of relativizers, one will be dedicated to subject
relativization.

This means that subject relatives are special, and languages like Old Italian varieties
provide a very clear indication of this.

2.2 The relative clause type

Besides the grammatical function of the relativized element, the other factor ruling
the distribution of agreeing relativizers is the type of relative clause. Setting aside free
relatives,11 most studies in the literature take the dichotomy between restrictive and
appositive relative clauses for granted, although there clearly exist other relative
types, notably kind-defining relatives (see Benincà/Cinque 2014), which cannot be
placed in either of the two main categories. Here we will focus only on restrictive and
appositive relative clauses (cf. Alexiadou et al. 2000, 1–52; Bianchi 2002a,b for a
theoretical overview on the types of relative clause). Restrictive relative clauses are
defined as predicates denoting properties that combine with the meaning of the
nominal head they are attached to in an intersective way. As such, they restrict the set
denoted by the nominal expression they modify (Partee 1973; Heim/Kratzer 1998). In

between subject and other relatives, with subjects being easier to comprehend and process and
acquired earlier than all the other relatives. A variety of accounts has been proposed throughout the
decades to individuate the cause(s) at the origin of the special status of subject relatives and a
considerable amount of data supporting different theories has been provided. Most accounts can be
grouped into two different classes. One group argues that the asymmetry stems from fundamental
structural properties of subjects and objects and has therefore to be investigated in a syntactic-
cartographic perspective (e.g., Relativized Minimality, cf. Rizzi 1990; 2004). The second group claims
that the asymmetry is actually related to enhanced processing difficulties for object relatives, and that
questions on the role of components such as working memory and the information integration process
in the processing of relative clauses have therefore to be addressed (e.g., the Active Filler Strategy,
Clifton/Frazier 1989).We refer to Sanfelici/Caloi/Poletto (2014) for a summary of the various theoretical
accounts on the topic.
11 Free Relatives (FRs) in general are definite descriptions that denote maximal entities (Jacobson
1995; Caponigro 2003): (i) It. non conosco [FR chi è stato invitato a cena] ‘I do not know who was invited
to dinner’. FRs are embedded clauses with a gap in an argument or adjunct position and a clause initial
wh-element. Two types of FRs are individuated in the literature (Munaro 2000; Benincà 2010; 2012):
(a) FRs without an overt lexical head as in (i); and (b) FRs headed by a light head, usually a pronoun
(ciò/quello ‘it/that’) as in (ii) It. non conosco [quello [FR che è stato invitato a cena]] ‘I do not know the
one that was invited to dinner’.
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semantic terms, restrictive relative clauses act like intersective modifiers, such as
adjectives or predicates (Heim/Kratzer 1998; von Stechow 2007, among others). With
respect to their semantic type, restrictives appear to be simple predicates of the type
<e,t>, like intransitive verbs or common nouns (Heim/Kratzer 1998).

Appositive relatives do not combine directly with the denotation of a nominal
head, rather they convey additional information about the referent of the DP they
relate to and they contain an element that stands in a discourse anaphora relation to
the NP they modify (Sells 1985). The interpretation of appositives is similar to a
subsequent independent sentence of the type <t> (Sells 1985; Demirdache 1991; Del
Gobbo 2003). The semantic difference between restrictives and appositives has been
syntactically captured by proposing that restrictive relative clauses are attached at the
nominal phrase level, whereas appositives are attached at the determiner phrase level
(Partee 1973; Jackendoff 1977; Demirdache 1991; Cinque 2013, among many others).12

A general tendency found across Romance is that agreeing relativizers (i. e.
morphologically more complex forms) tend to surface with appositive rather than
with restrictive relative clauses. For instance, French can use lequel for subject and,
though rarely, direct object in appositive relatives (17a), but not in restrictive relative
clauses (17b) (Damourette/Pichon 1983/1927–1940):

(17) Fr. a. Marie, laquelle tu connais
Marie the.which:RELREL..FF..SGSG you know
‘Marie, whom you know’

b. la fille *laquelle tu connais
the girl the.which:RELREL..FF..SGSG you know
‘the girl that you know’

The same distribution based on the type of relative clause is found for Spanish quien
and el cual, as well as for il quale in Italian (see Cinque 1978; Brucart 1992; Benincà/
Cinque 2010): the agreeing relativizer is found in appositives but not in restrictives:

(18) Sp. a. ?el bolígrafo, el cual no escribe bien
the pen the.MM..SGSG which:RELREL..MM..SGSG not writes well
‘the pen, which does not write well’

b. *el bolígrafo el cual no escribe bien
the pen the.MM..SGSG which:RELREL..MM..SGSG not writes well
‘the pen which does not write well’

12 In recent decades a lively debate has developed concerning the proper syntactic analysis of relative
clauses. Due to space limits, we cannot summarize the different approaches (for an overview, see the
introduction in Alexiadou et al. 2000; Bianchi 2002a,b; De Vries 2002).
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If morphological and semantic complexity go hand in hand as suggested by Keenan
and Comrie’s generalization, then this points towards the conclusion that appositive
relative clauses involve semantically more complex operations than restrictive rela-
tives (see Potts 2005). Not only do appositives differ from restrictives in terms of their
semantics, but they also involve an additional operation that is not present in
restrictives. Von Stechow (2007) proposes that appositives are similar to restrictives in
being predicates of the type <e,t>, but that in addition to restrictive relatives, they
have a further modification rule that expresses a presupposition on the reference of
the head noun. Del Gobbo (2007) assumes that at LF appositives are moved and
interpreted outside the matrix clause as an independent utterance.

Given the more complex semantic operations involved in appositives, we may
conclude that this complexity is reflected in the use of morphologically complex
relativizers.

It is nonetheless the case that appositive clauses can also be introduced by the k-
form. The alternation between agreeing and k-forms in appositives is an issue too
complex to be dealt with here. We simply mention that Cinque (2008) identifies at
least two types of appositive relative clauses: (a) integrated ones, which are integrated
in the DP projections as adjectives are, thus having a derivation similar to that of
restrictive relatives, and which occur with the k-form, and (b) non-integrated ones,
which are not integrated in the DP projections but linked to the antecedent at the
discourse level and which generally occur only with agreeing relativizers, such as il
quale but never with the k-form. Hence, the possibility to have more than one type of
relativizer in appositive relative clauses might be related to the fact that appositive
relatives are most probably not a unitary type and each subtype requires a different
relativizer (cf. Del Gobbo 2007 and subsequent work).

2.3 Other forms of the relativizer: relative adverbials and
possessive relativizers

Further support for the claim that the distribution of the type of relativizer depends on
the categorial nature of the relativized element, i. e. whether it is nominal or the
complement of a preposition as proposed in Generalization 1, can be found in relative
clauses on temporal and locative adverbials. Cinque (2013, ch. 10) distinguishes three
classes of temporal adverbials: (a) temporal adverbials that optionally take a preposi-
tion (19a), (b) adverbials that obligatorily take a preposition (19b), and (c) adverbials
that never take a preposition (19c).

(19) It. a. La proposta Banfi è stata discussa (in) quel giorno.
the proposal Banfi is been discussed in that day
‘Banfi’s proposal was discussed (on) that day.’
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b. La proposta Banfi sarà discussa *(in) quella occasione.
the proposal Banfi be.FUTFUT.3SGSG discussed in that occasion
‘Banfi’s proposal will be discussed on that occasion.’

c. Gianni sbaglia (*in) ogni volta.
Gianni makes-mistakes in every time
‘Gianni makes a mistake every time.’
(from Cinque 2013, 124)

Given our Generalization 1, we formulate the following predictions:

(a) We should expect that, relativizing on an adverbial of class (a), the relative
clause will be introduced either by a preposition plus a relativizer of the type cui/
il quale or by che, depending on whether a preposition has been selected for the
adverbial position in the relative clause, or not.

(b) On the other hand, we should expect that, relativizing on an adverbial of class
(b), the relative clause may never be introduced by che but will be introduced by
prepositions plus a relativizer of the type cui/il quale.

(c) We should expect that, relativizing on an adverbial of class (c), the relative
clause will only be introduced by che, never by prepositions plus a relativizer of
the type cui/il quale.

These predictions are borne out as shown in the examples under (20).

(20) a. Class (a)
It. il giorno che/ in cui/ nel quale è stata

the day RELREL// in RELREL..DATDAT// in.the.MM..SGSG which:RELREL..SGSG is been
discussa la proposta Banfi
discussed the proposal Banfi
‘the day (on) which Banfi’s proposal was discussed’

b. Class (b)
It. per l’occasione *che/ okin cui/ oknella quale

for the occasion RELREL// in RELREL..DATDAT// in.the.MM..SGSG which:RELREL..SGSG
si discuterà la proposta Banfi
CLCL..REFLREFL discuss.FUTFUT.3SGSG the proposal Banfi
‘for the occasion on which Banfi’s proposal will be discussed’

c. Class (c)
It. dalla volta che /*in cui /*nella quale

from.the:FF..SGSG time RELREL //in RELREL..DATDAT //in.the:MM..SGSG which:RELREL..SGSG
l’ ho conosciuta
CLCL::ACCACC have:1.SGSG known
‘since the time I met her’
(adapted from Cinque 2013, 125)
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This shows that our first generalization (cf. Generalization 1) is descriptively more
accurate than the Accessibility Hierarchy proposed by Keenan/Comrie (1977): the
distribution of relativizers depends on the distinction nominal vs prepositional argu-
ments.

Non-prepositional adverbials (classes (a) and (c)), both locative and temporal
ones, can also be relativized by dedicated forms of the relativizers, such as Fr. où
‘where’, Cat. quan ‘when’, on ‘where’, Sp. donde ‘where’or cuando ‘when’, Rom. când
‘when’ and unde ‘where’. These relativizers are interrogative non-agreeing forms,
which can appear in both restrictive and appositive relatives. As claimed by Munaro/
Poletto (2014) looking at many Italian varieties, locative and temporal adverbials are
morphologically complex elements. For instance, the decomposition of the various
formatives of the wh-item ‘where’in Italian varieties has revealed that the relativizer
dove ‘where’ is made up of at least three types of elements: (a) a prepositional
formative, which can correspond to the preposition in ‘in’, di ‘of’ or da ‘from’ or a
combination of them, (b) a vocalic formative o/u derived from the u- of Latin ubi (or
possibly unde), which probably marks the wh-value of ‘where’, and (c) a deictic distal
locative element of the ‘there’type derived from various sources such as illac, -nd of
unde and –v corresponding to the b- formative in Latin ubi.

We might think that Romance languages differ with respect to the number of
formatives morphologically realized in the locative relativizer. For instance, in French
the relativizer où lacks the lexical realization of the prepositional formative, which
suggests that French où is less specified than Italian dove. That Italian dove and
French où are different is shown by studies on acquisition. Indeed, it has been
reported that French-speaking children produce subject and object relative clauses
with the uninflected relativizer où more often and earlier than relative clauses with
the relativizer qui/que (Guasti/Cardinaletti 2003). On the contrary, in no acquisitional
study on Italian, Spanish and Romanian, languages in which the locative relativizer is
morphologically richer, are children reported to resort to this strategy: children
produce relative clauses introduced by the uninflected que/che (Pérez-Leroux 1995 for
Spanish; Belletti/Contemori 2010 for Italian; Sevcenco/Avram/Stoicescu 2014 for
Romanian). These results might be taken as evidence that French où is less specified
than Italian dove and hence, it can appear in broader contexts.

Besides the grammatical role of the antecedent, the distribution of relativizers is
also regulated by the relative clause type. This is shown by possessive relativizers. As
seen in the case of adverbials, there are several options for expressing possession in a
relative clause. Possessors are relativized by uninflected French dont, the genitive
form of the relative pronoun care in Romanian, and the inflecting relativizers Sp. cuyo
and It. cui. Besides these relativizers, possessors can also be introduced by the
agreeing relativizer, It. il quale/Sp. el cual, usually preceded by the preposition di/de
‘of’. In spoken varieties, speakers tend to use an alternative construction, i. e. the
uninflected relativizer che/que followed by the noun modified by the possessive
determiner. The following word orders are attested within Romance languages, here
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exemplified with examples from Spanish and Italian (Cinque 1978 for Italian; Suñer
1998 for Spanish).

(21) a. P + cui/cuyo…. N
It. il professore di cui conosco il figlio

the professor of RELREL..GENGEN know.1SGSG the son
‘the professor of whom I know the son’

b. cuyo/cui + N
Sp. el padre cuyo hijo vino

the father RELREL..GENGEN son came
‘the father whose son came’

c. N + P + qual-/cual-
Sp. el padre el hijo del cual vino

the father the son of.the.MM..SGSG which:RELREL.MM..SGSG came
‘the father the son of whom came’

d. que/che + POSSPOSS + N
Sp. el padre que su hijo vino

the father RELREL his son came
lit. ‘the father that his son came’

e. qual-/cual- + POSSPOSS + N
Sp. el padre el cual su hijo vino

the father the.MM..SGSG which:RELREL..MM..SGSG his son came
lit. ‘the father who his son came’

Not all the word orders are grammatical in each Romance language. For instance (21a)
is not attested in Spanish, whereas (21e) is not attested in Italian; Catalan only allows
the strategy (21c) (see also Brucart 1999, 504–505; Dobrovie-Sorin/Giurgea 2013, ch. 6
and 10).13

A shown by Cinque (2008), it is only when the possessor is realized by the
relativizer qual- that the noun can precede it. Indeed, a sentence like *il padre il figlio
di cui arrivò with the noun preceding the relativizer di cui leads to ungrammaticality.
According to Cinque, strategy (21c) can only appear in a subclass of appositive relative
clauses (cf. Cinque 2008), suggesting that when the possessor is relativized, the
distribution of the type of relativizer may also depend on the type of relative clause.

13 With a special intonation break before the N, in Colloquial Italian the word order P + cui + N may
also be acceptable: il professore di cui il figlio conosco ‘the professor of whom the son I know’.
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2.4 Cumulative effects

So far we have tried to provide evidence for the fact that two parameters are respon-
sible for the alternation between uninflected and inflected relativizers, namely the
categorial nature of the extracted element, i. e. DP or PP (see our first generalization
(Generalization 1)) and the type of relative clause. However, in all Romance languages
we observe an interaction between the two parameters: for instance, in Standard
Italian the form of the agreeing relativizer found in appositive relative clauses as in
(22a) is also found in oblique restrictive relatives selected by a preposition (22b).14

(22) It. a. Mario, il quale mi piace molto
Mario the.MM..SGSG which:RELREL me.DATDAT likes a_lot
‘Mario, whom I like very much’

b. il ragazzo con il quale ho parlato ieri
the boy with the.MM..SGSG which:RELREL have.1SGSG spoken yesterday
‘the boy with whom I spoke yesterday’

We can then formulate the third empirical generalization:

Generalization 3:
If a language has two forms of relativizers which are sensitive to the relative clause
type, the one used in appositive relative clauses will also be used in restrictive relative
clauses with prepositions.

This seems to indicate that complex morphology is sensitive to both factors singled
out above; i. e. the relative clause type and the syntactic function of the head noun in
the relative clause.15 In other words, if we have at least two relativizers, they tend to
realize both complements of prepositions and the more complex case of relatives,
namely appositives with respect to restrictives. This can be interpreted as a reflex of a
general principle, namely that a complex semantics and/or a complex syntax give rise
to a more complex morphology.16

14 The same is true of written French, where appositive subject relatives can have lequel as their
relativizer: Elle était avec son mari, madame Homais et le pharmacien, lequel se tourmentait beaucoup
sur le danger des fusées perdues (Flaubert,Mme Bovary, II, 8).
15 This suggests that theremust be a structural link between appositive and restrictive oblique relative
clauses. Whether they involve the same structure, the same derivation and/or the same type of
movement will be our next research topic. On a proposal to unify their derivation see Cinque (1978;
1982).
16 This could be seen as a loose version of Baker’s (1985) mirror principle, which states that morphol-
ogy and syntax reflect each other, but it is most probably a condition suggesting that the various
modules of grammarwork in parallel, i. e. that the interface is not as complex as onemight think. In our
case, it is not the order of the syntactic projections that gives rise to the order of the morphemes; rather,
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3 Doubling phenomena

The same two factors singled out above to account for the distribution of relativizers
(i. e. the grammatical function and the relative clause type) also determine the dis-
tribution of doubling in Romance languages: doubling phenomena are in general
more frequently found in the low oblique positions of the Accessibility Hierarchy and
in appositive relative clauses.17

The doubling strategy is usually characterized in the literature as typical of non-
standard relative clauses in Romance (cf. Schafroth 1993). Overall, relative clauses
with resumptive pronouns are relatively rare both in the history of Romance stan-
dard languages (Schafroth 1993, 81–164) and in contemporary corpora of sponta-
neous speech (Stark 2009, 6) in French, Italian, Spanish and Brazilian Portuguese.
In addition, doubling is a typical non-standard phenomenon (Stark 2009), since it is
criticized as a redundancy by prescriptive grammarians. There is no agreement
about the exact socio-stylistic marking of resumption in relative clauses.18 As Stark
(2016, section 4.4) states, using resumptives is most certainly not directly bound to
informality, but perhaps to phonic communication (Alfonzetti 2002, 31; Stark 2009,
8 and 10).

Whereas no resumption tends to occur in the highest position of the hierarchy,
resumptives are obligatory in all non-subject relative clauses in Romanian.

(23) Rom. a. Arată=mi pisica (pe) care câinele o
show=me..DATDAT cat.the which:RELREL dog.the her.ACCACC

fugăreşte.
chase.3SGSG

b. *Arată=mi pisica (pe) care câinele fugăreşte.
show=me.DATDAT cat.the which:RELREL dog.the chase.3SGSG
‘Showme the cat that the dog chases.’

the existence of a complex morphology is justified by the existence of complex semantic and/or
syntactic operations.
17 Three types of resumptive pronouns with respect to their syntactic distribution are distinguished in
the literature: optional, which occur in DP argumental positions; obligatory, occurring with PPs and in
possessive positions; intrusive, allowed only in certain contexts, e.g., rescuing island violation (cf.
Shlonsky 1992; Suñer 1998). Since the three types of resumptive pronouns behave quite differently and
a characterization of their properties is beyond the scope of this work, we will limit ourselves to briefly
deal with obligatory resumptive pronouns as in (24b,c) and optional ones, as in (24a). For a treatment
and a theoretical account of resumption in relative clauses we refer to Bianchi (2011).
18 Cf. Gadet (1995, 153) for French, Schafroth (1993, 303–306), Alfonzetti (2002, 162) for Italian, Suñer
(1998) for Spanish, Blanche-Benveniste (1990, 324–325) for French, Spanish, and Portuguese.
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In sub-standard Colloquial Italian, whereas in direct object relative clauses the
resumptive pronoun is usually optional, in the lower oblique positions, resumptive
pronouns tend to be obligatory.19

(24) It. a. Mario, che (l’) ho incontrato ieri è partito
Mario RELREL CLCL..ACCACC have.1SGSG met yesterday is left
per Milano.
for Milan
‘Mario, whom (him) I met yesterday, left for Milan.’

b. Mario, che *(gli) ho parlato ieri è partito
Mario RELREL CLCL..DATDAT have.1SGSG talked yesterday is left
per Milano.
for Milan
‘Mario, to whom (to him) I talked yesterday, left for Milan.’

c. Mario, che *(ne) ho parlato ieri, è partito
Mario RELREL CLCL..GENGEN have.1SGSG talked yesterday is left
per Milano.
for Milan
‘Mario, about whom (of whom) I talked yesterday, left for Milan.’

However, older stages of Italian suggest that the link between resumption and the
grammatical function according to the Accessibility Hierarchy is not so straightfor-
ward. It seems indeed that the emergence and spreading of resumptives in relative
clauses does not properly follow the Hierarchy. For instance, in a corpus study of
twenty-nine Old Florentine texts dated around the thirteenth century, the pattern che
plus resumptive clitics appears in object relative clauses first (De Roberto 2008, 314–
316). The situation is replicated in the fourteenth-century texts. For the arguments in
the lower position of the hierarchy, such as indirect object, the relativizer cui (or cui
preceded by a preposition) appears. This finding suggests that the generalization
according to which resumptives follow the Accessibility Hierarchy is partial and that
the interaction between resumption and relative clauses is governed by other factors,
i. e. the relativizer paradigm, for instance, rather than only by the grammatical
function of the relativized element.

As already shown in Section 2.1, subject relatives are special in many ways.
Another phenomenon showing that they behave differently from other relatives is

19 Evidently, the use of resumptive pronouns in relative clauses is crucially linked to themore general
system of clitics and accordingly, their being obligatory or optional should also be seen in that
perspective. This picture is simplifiedandall the claims shouldbe intendedas such. Thephenomenonof
resumption is indeed heterogeneous depending on the type of resumptive, i. e. obligatory, optional and
intrusive (see fn. 17), the properties of the clitic system, the grammatical function and the syntactic
context inwhich it appears.
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doubling. For instance, some varieties of French, such as Quebec Colloquial French,
display cases of subject relative clauses introduced not by the relativizer qui, but by
que, obligatorily followed by a resumptive expression, either a clitic or a pronoun,
coreferential to the antecedent (Auger 1993; 1994, 76–91).

(25) Fr. J’ étais pas une personne que j’ avais beaucoup d’ amis.
I was not a person RELREL I had a.lot of friends
‘I was someone who didn’t have a lot of friends.’
(from Auger 1994, 77)

The forms qui and que plus subject clitics seem to be in complementary distribution
in Quebec Colloquial French. It can be hypothesized that the function of marking the
subject relative is transferred from the relativizer itself to the clitic in Quebec
Colloquial French, and this is probably also what happens in languages such as
Venetian for the whole paradigm and not only for the subject (see Benincà/Vanelli
1982).20

Resumption is not a phenomenon linked only to the grammatical function of the
relativized element: its distribution is also sensitive to the relative clause type.
Resumption is indeed more often attested in appositive relative clauses (cf. Blanche-
Benveniste 1990, 333 for French; Bernini 1991, 179 and Alfonzetti 2002, 69–96 for
Italian; Brucart 1999, 405 for Spanish). Moreover, in certain northern Italian dialects
(Venetian, Paduan), resumptive pronouns can optionally appear but only in apposi-
tives (26a), whereas they are excluded from restrictive relative clauses (26b).

(26) Vto. a. Mario, che LO go visto ieri, ze partio.
Mario RELREL him.ACCACC have.1SGSG seen yesterday is left
‘Mario, whom I saw yesterday, left.’

b. *El fio che LO go visto ieri ze partio.
the boy RELREL him.ACCACC have.1SGSG seen yesterday is left
‘The boy, that him I saw yesterday, left.’

The Venetian situation resembles the pattern identified for Old Florentine, which
allows a clitic resumptive only in appositive relatives, but not in restrictive or in free
relatives (Benincà/Cinque 2010).

On the basis of this evidence, we can formulate the following empirical general-
ization:

20 Many (Gallo-)Romance varieties exhibit obligatory subject clitics in relative clauses, e.g., Picard,
some Swiss Francoprovençal dialects, and northern Italian dialects other than Friulian (Cennamo
1997). See also Gadet (1995) for different regional and social French varieties.
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Generalization 4: First attempt
If resumption is allowed in restrictive relative clauses then it is also allowed in
appositives.

Once again, this seems to suggest that appositive relative clauses may involve more
complex processes either in the syntax or in the semantics or in both components.

At the same time, there is actually evidence that the implicational scale is more
complex than what is stated in Generalization 4. Romance languages like Spanish or
certain Italian dialects show that two types of restrictive relatives must be individu-
ated on the basis of the possibility of allowing optional resumptives: only specific
restrictive relatives allow for resumptive pronouns, while in non-specific relative
clauses, e.g., those whose antecedent has a generic interpretation, resumptive pro-
nouns cannot appear (cf. Bianchi 2011). This restriction is exemplified in (27) with
Spanish examples:

(27) Sp. a. ?Yo conozco un doctor que él gana mucho dinero.
I know a doctor RELREL CLCL..NOMNOM..3SGSG earns much money
Lit. ‘I know a doctor that he earns a lot of money.’

b. Un doctor que (*él) gana mucho dinero no puede
a doctor RELREL CLCL..NOMNOM..3SGSG earns much money not can
ser honesto.
be honest
Lit. ‘A doctor that he earns a lot of money cannot be honest.’
(from Bianchi 1999b, 93)

The same specificity effect is also attested in some northern Italian dialects: if the
antecedent in a restrictive relative clause has a specific interpretation, then a resump-
tive clitic appears (28a); on the contrary when the antecedent is not specific, clitics are
not allowed (28b).

(28) Northern It. dialect (Dosolo, Lombardy)
a. U vest an gat ca l gneva in ca’ tua.

have.1SGSG seen a cat RELREL CLCL..NOMNOM..3SGSG entered in house your
Lit. ‘I saw a cat that he entered your house.’

b. An gat ca (*l) ven in ca mia l’ è
a cat RELREL CLCL..NOMNOM..3SGSG enters in house my CLCL..NOMNOM..3SGSG is
fürtünà.
lucky
Lit. ‘A cat that he comes into my house is lucky.’

The link between the presence of resumption and the specificity effects suggests that
it is the resumptive that reflects the specific interpretation of the antecedent. In
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conclusion, examples (27) and (28) show that optional resumption in relative clauses
follows a more fine-grained implicational scale which identifies two types of restric-
tive relative clauses, specific and non-specific ones: appositive > restrictive specific >
restrictive non-specific/maximizing.21

Generalization 4:
If resumption is allowed in specific restrictive relative clauses then it is also allowed
in appositives.

We conclude that the distribution of doubling varies according to three factors: (a) the
type of relative clause, (b) the grammatical function of the head noun in the relative
clause, and (c) the nature, i. e. definiteness and/or specificity, of the nominal expres-
sion. Besides, resumption also varies according to specific conditions under which
each argument enters doubling in each language, i. e., languages with differential
object marking have a different syntax from those that do not have it, and languages
where clitics are obligatory with all types of nominal expressions will also display
them in relative clauses.22

The last point we would like to address here regards the link between resumption
and the lexical type of relativizer. The typological literature has proposed the empiri-
cal generalization according to which in every language a relative pronoun – such as
It. il quale – excludes a resumptive pronoun or clitic (Downing 1978; Lehmann 1984;
De Vries 2002, among others). At first sight this seems to hold also in Romance.
Indeed, in all the examples above the resumptive expression always occurs inside a
relative clause introduced by the k-form and not by the agreeing relativizer. Although
the tendency is clearly to use the resumptive expression with the k-form in all
Romance languages, the presence of resumptive expressions with morphologically
complex relative pronouns is nonetheless attested. This is the case, for instance, of
sub-standard Modern Colloquial French:23 in (29) the genitive form of the relative
pronoun dont is doubled by the clitic en (Fiorentino 1999, 37).

21 While the literature usually agrees in claiming that non-restrictive relative clauses can encode a
variety of semantic relations and hence have different syntactic representations (on this topic we refer
to Del Gobbo 2007), this may also be true for restrictive relative structures, which may also be a
heterogeneous category among which different types can be singled out not only across different
languages, but also within the same language (as already proposed by Aoun/Li 2003).
22 For instance, in the Italian dialect spoken in Bassano, dative clitics are obligatory. Hence, the
prediction will be to find dative clitics also in free relative clauses. This prediction is borne out:Mi so a
chi che te ghe ghè comprà i ociai ‘I know towhom you (to him) gave the glasses’. It thenmust be stressed
that the implicational scale in (34) refers to optional resumptive expressions only.
23 Note that (35) is marked as sociolinguistically extremely low, as a signal of lack of education (cf.
Stark 2009).
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(29) Fr. une chose dont tu peux en être fier
a thing RELREL..GENGEN you can CLCL..GENGEN be proud
Lit. ‘a thing of which you could be proud of it’

The same observation holds for Italian. In (30) the form of the relative introduced by
the preposition is doubled by the resumptive clitic ne, both with cui- and quale-
relativizers (Fiorentino 1999, 32).

(30) It. a. È il problema aldilà della modellizzazione di cui
is the problem beyond of.the modeling of RELREL..GENGEN

ne abbiamo parlato.
CLCL..GENGEN have.1PLPL talked
Lit. ‘it is the problem beyond the modeling about which of it we talked.’

b. […] dei quali nessuno naturalmente ne
of.the.MM..PLPL which:RELREL..PLPL nobody obviously CLCL..GENGEN

parla.
talks
Lit. ‘[…] about whom nobody obviously talks of them.’

Instances like (29) and (30) are scarcely attested and are defined as cases of hypercor-
rection (cf. Stempel 1964; Godard 1989; Gadet 1995; Fiorentino 1998; Stark 2004,
among others). However, these examples are enough to cast doubts on the univers-
ality of the empirical generalization and revise it as a tendency:

Generalization 5:
If there is a resumptive expression in the relative clause, the relativizer usually
displays the non-agreeing form.

4 Zero relatives

The typological literature reports that relative clauses can also lack the lexical relativi-
zer. Romance languages, however, have always been claimed to never instantiate
such an option: indeed, the standard languages do not allow for any drop of the
relativizer. Contrary to this observation, it is possible to find cases of zero relativizers
(i. e. the lack of a relativizer at the beginning of the clause) in various Old and Modern
Romance varieties. As seen for the phenomena discussed above, we see that the
distribution of zero relativization also depends on the same two parameters, i. e. the
grammatical function of the head noun and the type of relative clause.

For instance, in the older stages of Romance zero relativization most frequently
occurred in non-subject relatives (e.g., in Old Italian, Old Spanish, Old Portuguese, cf.
Scorretti 1991, and references cited therein). The Tuscan variety of the fourteenth and
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fifteenth centuries studied by Benincà (1995) also allows for zero relativization, which
is mainly found in restrictive object relative clauses (see also Bianchi 1999a, 237):

(31) OIt. Ruppe una legge Ø aveano i Pistolesi.
broke.3SGSG a law Ø had.3PLPL the Pistolesi
‘He broke a law that the Pistolesi had.’
(Compagni, Cronica, I, XXV, p. 103)

Note that in (31) the lexical subject in the relative clause appears in a postverbal
position. Usually in object- as well as in oblique-relative clauses, the subject is also a
null pronominal element as in (32).

(32) OIt. In capo non portano nulla, se no una corda lunga .x. palmi
on head not wear nothing if not a rope long X palms
Ø si volgono atorno lo capo.
Ø CLCL.3PLPL wrap around the head
‘They wear nothing on their head, except a rope ten palms long that they
put around the head.’
(Milione, XLV, 7, p. 62)

It seems that Old Florentine allows for zero relativization in non-subject relatives, but
only under specific conditions: the subject in the relative clause must be a full lexical
noun in postverbal position as in (31) or a silent pronoun as in (32).

Examples (31) and (32) confirm the observation by Downing (1978) and Comrie
(1981) according to which zero relativization is avoided with subject relatives: subject
relatives demand a sentence-initial relative element. Hence, these examples strength-
en the observation that subject relativization should be singled out with respect to the
relativization of all other grammatical functions (see Section 2.1 and example (25)).

Nevertheless, there exist languages that display zero relativization when the
relativized element is the subject of the relative clause, hence this generalization is at
most a tendency, not a universal ban against zero relativization in subject relatives
(Lehmann 1984, 80–85; De Vries 2002, 37).24 For instance, in Old Occitan (33), Old
French (34) and Renaissance Florentine (35) the subject relative clause is not intro-
duced by any lexical relativizer.25

24 See Lehmann (1984, 80–85) on zero relativization in Appalachian English. Furthermore several
languages even use zero relativization as a main strategy also in subject relative clauses, e.g. Lakota
and Yucatecan.
25 On the contexts in which zero relativizes are licensed in Old Romance languages we refer to Folena
(1961), Alisova (1965), Lefebvre/Fournier (1978, 282), Wanner (1981), Jensen (1990), Kunstmann (1990),
Buridant (2000) and Labelle (2006).
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(33) OOcc. No i aura un Ø no veia son arnes.
NEGNEG there be.FUTFUT one Ø not see.SBJVSBJV.3SGSG his equipment
‘There will not be one who does not examine his equipment.’
(from Jensen 1986, 364)

(34) OFr. Mais il n’ a menbre Ø ne li dueille.
but he NEGNEG has limb Ø NEGNEG him.DATDAT hurt.SBJVSBJV.3SGSG
‘But he does not have a limb that does not hurt.’
(from Jensen 1990, 498)

(35) OIt. Fece venire Papa Eugenio tutti e’ dotti
made.3SGSG come.INFINF Pope Eugene all the educated
uomini Ø erano in Italia.
men Ø were in Italy
‘Pope Eugene gathered all the educated men who were in Italy.’
(Bisticci da Vespasiano, Le vite, 15, 1, 17)

The other factor influencing the possibility of zero relativization is the type of relative
clause: again, the typological literature (De Vries 2002; 2005) observes that zero
relativization is found in restrictive but not in appositive relative clauses: “at least in
the Romance and Germanic languages (and perhaps in any language) appositive
relative clauses must be introduced by a relative element” (De Vries 2002, 226). This
observation is supported by the overview in De Roberto (2008) on Old Florentine: only
restrictives allow for zero relativization.

However, Benincà (1995) notes that modern Florentine does not tolerate zero
relatives in restrictive relatives but does so in appositives.26

(36) Florentine
a. *L’ ho detto al ragazzo Ø l’ ho visto

CLCL..ACCACC have.1SGSG said at.the boy Ø CLCL..ACCACC have.1SGSG seen
ieri.
yesterday
‘I said that to the boy that I saw yesterday.’

26 Since Cinque (2008) has shown that there are at least two types of appositive relative clauses, one
might wonder whether zero relativizers are only possible in one subtype. We leave this problem to
future research.
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b. L’ ho detto a Mario, Ø l’ ho visto
CLCL..ACCACC have.1SGSG said at Mario Ø CLCL..ACCACC have.1SGSG seen
ieri.
yesterday
‘I said that to Mario, whom I saw yesterday.’

Furthermore, looking at the relative clauses in the ASIt database27 on Italian varieties,
we found ten instances of zero relativization and all of them were appositive relative
clauses, as for example in (37). On the contrary restrictive relative clauses were always
introduced by a lexical relativizer.

(37) Calabrian Mario Ø mi imbattiu aieri
Mario Ø me..DATDAT met.1SGSG yesterday
stamattina partiu.
this.morning left
‘Mario, whom I met yesterday, left this morning.’(Locri, Calabria)

Two further factors that seem to play a role in licensing zero relativization are the
definiteness of the antecedent and the mood of the predicate in the relative clause. For
instance, Romanian does not usually allow zero relativization, but under specific
conditions the relativizer can be absent: (a) with an indefinite or negatively quantified
antecedent, or (b) with the predicate in the relative clause inflected for subjunctive
mood.28

(38) Rom. Nu-i nimeni Ø să mă=ajute.
NEGNEG-is nobody Ø SBJVSBJV..MRKMRK me-help.3SGSG
‘There is nobody that helps me.’

For the time being, we are not in a position to propose any implicational scale with
respect to the above mentioned factors that allow the occurrence of zero relativization.
A larger corpus is needed to formulate empirically grounded hypotheses. What is
crucial to underline is that the observations by Downing (1978) and De Vries (2002;
2005) must be revised and taken at most as a tendency: (a) subject relatives also allow
for zero relativization and (b) both restrictive and appositive relatives allow for the
lack of lexical relativizers.

27 http://asit.maldura.unipd.it/ (22.04.2016).
28 In Quebec French the relativizer que can be deleted. The mechanisms behind this possibility are
still under debate, as it is not clear whether que-deletion is induced by contact with English (cf.
Martineau 1988).
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In any case, we can conclude that the same factors, i. e. the syntactic function
of the head noun in the relative clause and the type of relative clause, that are at
work in the distribution of the different types of relativizers and in doubling
phenomena are also found in the (few) cases of zero relativization existing in
Romance.

5 Conclusion

In this brief overview of the relativizing system in Romance languages we concen-
trated on three aspects, namely the paradigm of lexical relativizers, the presence of
resumption and the lack of lexical relativizers.

As for the paradigm of lexical relativizers we showed that Standard Romance
languages exhibit a mixed system of both non-agreeing relativizers, usually the same
element introducing complement clauses, and agreeing relativizers. Both the distribu-
tion of the forms of lexical relativizers, the presence of resumption and the (few) cases
of zero relativization have been argued to be sensitive to the interplay of two factors:
(a) the categorial nature of the relativized element and (b) the syntactic-semantic type
of relative clause. On the basis of the data observed, we formulated five empirical
generalizations repeated in what follows, which should be understood as tendencies
more than rules.

The first three generalizations are related to the paradigm of relativizers and
suggest that agreeing relativizers and non-agreeing ones co-vary with the categorial
nature of the relativized element and the syntactic-semantic type of relative clause.
This alternation can be formalized as the co-variation of the morphological complex-
ity of the relativizer and the complexity of the syntactic/semantic function of the head
noun in the relative clause encoded by Case on the one hand, and the semantic
operation involved in the relative clause, on the other.
– Generalization 1:

PP complements tend to appear with agreeing relativizers while subject and
object relatives, predicative complements and nominal adverbials are rather
expressed by non-agreeing ones.

– Generalization 2:
If a language has three different forms of relativizers, one will be dedicated to
subject relativization.

– Generalization 3:
If a language has two forms of relativizers, which are sensitive to the relative
clause type, the one used in appositive relative clauses will also be used in
restrictive relative clauses with prepositions.

Two generalizations concern the presence of resumption and capture the fact that re-
sumption is sensitive to the type of relative clause and to the nature of the nominal
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expression. At the same time, resumptive expressions seem to be linked to the type of
relativizer.
– Generalization 4:

If resumption is allowed in specific restrictive relative clauses then it is also
allowed in appositives.

– Generalization 5:
If there is a resumptive expression in the relative clause, the relativizer usually
displays the non-agreeing form.

Zero relativization is allowed in both restrictive and appositive relatives as well as
with all types of grammatical functions of the head noun. In non-subject relatives,
zero relativization exhibits the following pattern: in non-subject relative clauses the
subject of the relative clause tends to always be either a silent pronominal element or
a lexical noun in postverbal position. Further research is needed to understand the
rules regulating the distribution of zero relativization.

Finally, Romance languages (and maybe all languages) have devices to single out
the subject with respect to all other grammatical functions, at least in relative clauses
(cf. the second generalization). Moreover, subject relatives are also different from
other relatives with respect to resumption. In Quebec French, for instance, extracting
a subject from the relative clause requires having a dedicated form of relativizer or a
resumptive expression, which suggests that the subject position in the relative clause
must be marked in some way.

In conclusion, we provided a brief overview of three phenomena related to
relative clauses in Romance languages and dialects and we tried to systematize the
data and our observations according to precise (when possible) generalizations or at
least tendencies. Indeed, although this chapter is not meant to be exhaustive, we saw
that there are clear tendencies and parallelisms throughout Romance in the phenom-
ena investigated here which provide insights into and pieces of evidence for various
syntactic theories of relative clauses. Although Keenan/Comrie’s hierarchy can ac-
count for many phenomena related to relative clauses, we found exceptions and
counterexamples which support the claim in Cinque (1978; 1982) that relativization
strategies ultimately depend on the categorial nature of the relativized element,
namely whether a nominal or prepositional phrase is relativized (see also Stark 2016).
Finally, our overview highlighted that the semantics of relative clauses can have
morphological and syntactic reflexes. This finding suggests a compositional approach
to semantics as proposed in Del Gobbo (2007) and Bianchi (2011).
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